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Article 2

Leigh: History

History
Shannon Leigh
If you wonder why I can’t talk to you
With the lightness of the past
I would say it’s for my own protection
That, since we’ve spoken last
I’ve begun my trusted alchemy
Transforming you into past tense
And once I’ve gone through all that effort
Talking to a ghost just doesn’t make sense
You see, people tend to leave me
By choice, by illness, or circumstance
And I had to find a way to deal
Or I wouldn’t have stood a chance
Over the years I’ve honed my skills
At “good memory” compilation
Leave aside the bad (it’s a given, no?)
And keep the beautiful distillation
So I’ll frame our snapshots in sunshine
Encapsulate each tender embrace
I’ll look once more, then gently wrap up
My lithograph of your laughing face
I’ll tuck my favorites behind glass
For those, I can’t just pack away
Hang them on the wall while I push down the hall
All the rest, for a far distant day
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And once it’s all labelled and organized
Once my fondness gains nostalgic sheen
Once you’re safely a part of my history
Maybe it will feel like a pleasant dream
It still hurts too real, too close, too sharp
To flippantly remember
That’s why I need our lovely blaze
To burn down to a mere ember
So though I pack us in a box
And scrawl your name across the top
It isn’t that I no longer care
I just had to make the missing you stop
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